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DANCE

Hold to the back for 16 counts

Turn and do a Sauté in an attitude leg, arms go up in a V: count 1

Right Leg crosses over left on count 2

Fan Kick with left leg counts 3 & 4

Turn over back Right leg goes into piqué (when a leg goes into passé on a straight leg) behind left leg right arm has movement; counts 5 & 6 (this is all to the back)

Turn to the front dragging your right leg around right arm up left arm angled down count 7 & 8

Wide second arms flat out on count 1

Pile into wide second, arm goes down then up feet come in together in releve do this twice counts 2 and 3 and

Turn over right shoulder 4 & 5

Do a sache step into a develop leap 6-8 counts

Hold eight to travel to flag

FLAGS

Bring up and put flag into cradle in right arm 1-4 two counts each side

Paint right than Left

Bring up to the front (still in cradle in right hand) and put down into flat 5-8

Roll flag with right hand into flat and legs are in wide second into pile. 9-12

One hand toaster turn with right hand 13-16

Back to front lift up on one and do drop spins for 4 counts last time your right hand touches invert it so thumb is facing down 1-4

Bring it out and lean to the left on count 5-6

Turn over right 7-10

Unroll your wrist allowing for a carve on the bottom and top and tuck behind when you do the flag your left leg comes up in an attitude position counts 11-16
In cradle behind your back bring up counts 1 & 2 turn to the back forty five and angel flag on 3 & 4

Switch hands for a forty five toss on count five (right hand over left hand under)

Bottom carve 7 & 8 toss out on 1 catch on around 2 on left side of your body at forty five degrees

Bring flag to front by turning over left shoulder doing a carve right leg points around 4-6 counts

Set for a single

Single counts 7 & 8